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Throw away your blonde jokes, we’re about to break the rule
That every blonde’s a bimbo and that every blonde’s a fool

‘Cos here are two blondes just fools in love, struck by an arrow from Cupid
Who both found their lover and married each other which proves that not all blondes are stupid

As friends these two are down to earth, though socially highly strung
Both members of the Wine Society, one member more well hung

Dave is big and bold and broad, Cheryl is pretty and small
He’s into rugger, while she’s on the court, both lovers on the ball

On the field, on the farm, Dave really makes the grade, he
Might be called a “Real Kiwi Bloke” while Cheryl’s a true Kiwi lady

She wears sneakers, he wears the boots. But Cheryl’s not a diz
She’ll let him wear the boots in this marriage. Black rubber gumboots that is

Aerobics, milking, netball, rugby; two lives of quite opposite action
But together they’re best, and as some will suggest, they both have “animal” attraction

Pig is a cat and Basil is too and Olive’s a hairy white goat
Cheryl knows how to treat animal friends and Dave; he knows how to treat bloat

Cheryl, you’ve got quite a zoo now, all these creatures you found on the way
Animals Basil and Olive and Ali and the one that you married today

An “animal” attraction! But that wasn’t enough
They jumped on a dinghy to prove they were tough

And sailed ‘round New Zealand in a flat I.R.B.
Hanging over the side for a kiss or a wee

But their love floated solid, their love floated true
Our blonde pioneers proved that love sails through

And despite all the sharks, when they got back to land
Dave Leuthart had managed to keep Cheryl’s hand

After two and a half years, they’re married at last
It is time to stand up, and each charge a glass

‘Cos now they have done it, we’ll toast them and then
They can go home as a couple and DO IT again!

A toast to the blondes, who were caught out by Cupid
And proved in the end that not all blondes are stupid

To a life that is happy, without any peril
To Pig, Bas, Ali and Olive

To the Newlyweds! To Dave and to Cheryl!
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